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Abstract

Design optimization for subsonic and supersonic

aircraft and for air-breathing propulsion engine concepts

has been accomplished by soft-coupling the Flight Opti-

mization System (FLOPS) and the NASA Engine Perfor-

mance Program analyzer (NEPP), to the NASA Lewis

multidisciplinary optimization tool COMETBOARDS.

Aircraft- and engine-design problems, with their associ-

ated constraints and design variables, were cast as nonlin-

ear optimization problems with aircraft weight and engine

thrust as the respective merit functions. Because of the

diversity of constraint types and the overall distortion
of the design space, the most reliable single optimiz-

ation algorithm available in COMETBOARDS could not

produce a satisfactory, feasible optimum. Some of

COMETBOARDS' unique features, which include a cas-

cade strategy, variable and constraint formulations, and

scaling devised especially for difficult multidisciplinary

applications, successfully optimized the performance of
both aircraft and engines. The cascade method has two

principal steps: In the first, the solution initiates from a

user-specified design and optimizer; in the second, the

optimum design obtained in the first step with some
random perturbation is used to begin the next specified

optimizer. The second step is repeated for a specified

sequence of optimizers or until a successful solution of the

problem is achieved. A successful solution should satisfy

the specified convergence criteria and have several active
constraints but no violated constraints. The cascade strat-

egy available in the combined COMETBOARDS, FLOPS,
and NEPP design tool converges to the same global

optimum solution even when it starts from different de-

sign points. This reliable and robust design tool eliminates

manual intervention in the design of aircraft and of air-

breathing propulsion engines where it eases the cycle

analysis procedures. The combined code is also much

easier to use, which is an added benefit. This paper

describes COMETBOARDS and its cascade strategy and

illustrates the capability of the combined design tool

through the optimization of a subsonic aircraft and a high-

bypass-turbofan wave-rotor-topped engine.

Introduction

The analysis and preliminary design of subsonic and

supersonic aircraft can be attempted with the Flight Opti-

mization System computer code (FLOPS), which incor-

porates several different disciplines: weight, aerodynamics,

engine cycle analysis, propulsion data interpolation, mis-
sion performance, takeoff and landing, noise footprint,

cost, and program control. With specific input data, FLOPS

can analyze as well as design a set of configuration

parameters for either subsonic or supersonic aircraft.

Optimization by FLOPS, however, can result in conver-

gence difficulties because of the distortion of the multi-
disciplinary design space and because of the statistical and

empirical equations and smoothing techniques used to

analyze aircraft performance. To optimize the design of

subsonic and supersonic aircraft, the FLOPS code was
incorporated, as an aircraft analyzer, into the NASA

Lewis design optimization computer code COMET-

BOARDS (Comparative Evaluation Test Bed of Optimi-

zation and Analysis Routine for the Design of Structures).

This combined design tool (FLOPS analyzer and COMET-

BOARDS optimizer) successfully solved both subsonic-

and supersonic-aircraft problems.

Likewise, the air-breathing engines of subsonic and

supersonic aircraft can be analyzed and designed by using

the NASA Engine Performance Program (NEPP). This

computer code can simulate almost any type of turbine

engine configuration. NEPP can evaluate the performance

of an engine over its flight envelop, with different mission

points, each defined by a different Mach-number, altitude,

This paperis declared a work of the U.S. Government andis not
subject to copyright protection in the United States.
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andpower-settingcombination.NEPPalsoprovidesfor
designoptimizationofengine parameters at a specified

mission point. However, NEPP can experience difficul-

ties with optimization, producing infeasible suboptimal
designs that require manual redesign. In an effort to

eliminate the optimization deficiency of the NEPP code

and improve its reliability, we combined NEPP with

COMETBOARDS. This combined tool has successfully

optimized a number of subsonic and supersonic engines.

The key features and unique strengths of COMET-

BOARDS that assisted in optimizing the aircraft and

engines include the cascade optimization strategy, the

constraint and design formulations, and a global scaling

strategy. This paper presents an introduction to COMET-

BOARDS and demonstrates the capability of the com-

bined tool by design optimization of a subsonic aircraft

and a high-bypass-turbofan subsonic engine with a wave
rotor.

COMETBOARDS Test Bed

The multidisciplinary design optimization test bed

COMETBOARDS, which is used in the design of aircraft

and air-breathing propulsion engines, has a modular

organization as depicted in Fig. 1. Some key features of

the test bed are multidisciplinary optimization (with

separate objectives, constraints, and variables for each

discipline), substructure optimization in sequential and

parallel computational platforms, and state-of-the-art

optimization algorithms. An analysis approximation by

means of linear regression analysis and neural networks
is being added. The COMETBOARDS system first

formulates the design as a nonlinear mathematical

programming problem, and then it solves the resulting

problem. The problem can be formulated (variables, con-

straints, objective, etc.) by the analysis tools available

in the "Analyzers" module reading specified data in the

"Data files" module. A number of analysis tools

(RPK_NASTRAN 1for structural analysis, NEPP 2 for air-

breathing engine performance analysis, FLOPS 3 for air-

craft flight optimization analysis, etc.) are available in

COMETBOARDS, and provision exists for the soft-

coupling and quick integration of new analysis tools.

The COMETBOARDS solution technique exploits
several of the unique strengths that are available in its

"Optimizers" module, such as a cascade optimization

strategy, the formulation of design variables and
constraints, and a global scaling strategy. COMET-

BOARDS is written in FORTRAN 77 language and

currently is available on the Cray and Convex computers
and the Iris and Sun workstations. Successful COMET-

BOARDS solutions for a number of diverse industrial

problems (such as components of the Space Station, the

rear divergent flap of a downstream mixing nozzle for a

High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) engine, system
optimization for subsonic and supersonic aircraft, thrust

optimization for multimission HSCT mixed-turbofan

engines, and optimization of a wave-rotor concept in

propulsion engines) illustrate its versatility and robustness.

Cascade Optimization Strategy

COMETBOARDS can solve difficult optimization

problems by using the cascade strategy depicted in Fig. 2.

The basic cascade concept is to use more than one

optimizer to solve a complex problem when individual

optimizers face difficulties. A COMETBOARDS user has

considerable flexibility in developing a cascade strategy;

selections can be made from a number of optimizers, their

convergence criteria, analysis approximations, and the

amount of random perturbations between optimizers.

Consider, for example, a four-optimizer cascade (optim-

izer one followed by three other optimizers) that was used

to successfully solve a subsonic aircraft problem. For such

a cascade, individual convergence criteria can be specified

for each optimizer. For example, a coarse stop criterion
may be sufficient for the first optimizer, whereas a fine

stop criterion may be necessary for the last optimizer.

Likewise, an approximate analysis may suffice for the first

optimizer, although an accurate analysis may be reserved

for the final optimizer. The amount of pseudorandom

perturbation for design variables may be specified

between the optimizers at the discretion of the user. Space

does not permit a description of all the different features

and unique strengths of COMETBOARDS; more
information can be found in Refs. 4 to 6.

Design of an Aircraft Concept

Advanced subsonic- and supersonic-aircraft design

concepts have been successfully optimized with a tool

created by soft-coupling FLOPS (as the analyzer) and

COMETBOARDS (as the optimizer). The FLOPS ana-

lyzer, through its control and eight discipline modules, can
evaluate the performance parameters of an advanced

aircraft concept and formulate its design as a nonlinear

programming problem. There are options for a number of

merit functions (gross takeoff weight, weight of fuel

burned, range, cost, NOx emissions, etc.). Free variables

for the purpose of optimization include wing area, wing

sweep, wing aspect ratio, wing taper ratio, wing
thickness--chord ratio, thrust or engine size, engine design-

pressure ratio, and turbine inlet temperature. Important

behavior constraints are approach velocity, jet velocities,

takeoff and landing field lengths, missed approach
margins, and fuel capacity.

The multidisciplinary optimization problem posed

had a distorted design space since both the design
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variablesandtheconstraintsvariedovera verywide
range.Forexample,anenginethrustdesignvariable
(whichismeasuredinkilopounds)isimmenselydifferent
fromthebypass-ratiovariable(whichisasmallnumber).
Likewise,thelandingvelocityconstraint(inknots)and
fieldlengthlimitation(inthousandsoffeet)differbothin
magnitudeandinunitsofmeasure.Thedifficultnatureof
thedesignproblemwasfurthercompoundedby the
statisticalandempiricalequationsandthesmoothing
techniquesemployedin theFLOPSanalyzer.In other
words,theFLOPSanalyzercanbenumericallyunstable
forsomecombinationsofdesignvariables,especiallyfor
asubsonicaircraft.

Themostrobustindividualoptimizeravailablein
COMETBOARDScouldnotprovideasatisfactorydirect
solutionoftheproblem.However,byapplyingsomeof
theadvancedfeaturesanduniquestrengthsofCOMET-
BOARDS,suchasthecascadestrategy,state-of-the-art
optimizationalgorithms,designvariableformulation,
constraintformulation,andglobalscalingstrategy,a
numberof advancedaircraftdesignproblemswere
successfullysolved.

Thecascadestrategycanbeillustratedbytheexample
of a subsonic-aircraftdesignoptimization.Thefour-
optimizercascadeshowninFig.2successfullysolvedthe
problem.Thefirst optimizer,whichoscillatedrather
violently,initiallyproducedasolutioninabout30iter-
ations(seeFig.2).However,thesolutionwasinfeasible
andwas1380.4lbheavierthanthetrue optimum. The

second optimizer initiated from the first solution with a

4-percent random perturbation. As shown in Fig. 2, the

algorithm converged to an infeasible solution in about

10 iterations. This solution was 598.9 lb. lighter than the

previous result, but heavier than the true optimum by

781.5 lb. The third optimizer began from the second
solution with a 1-percent perturbation and produced a

feasible design in about 10 iterations, but it was subop-

timal by 738.7 lb. Starting with a l-percent perturbation

from the previous solution, the final optimizer converged

in about 25 iterations, producing a feasible and optimum
solution of 199 275.6 Ib for the takeoff weight of the

subsonic aircraft.

The optimum design of the aircraft has been verified

graphically, as shown in Fig. 3. The first graph in Fig. 3

depicts the constraints and weight function with respect

to the engine-thrust and wing-area design variables. The

optimum lies at the intersection of two constraints, the
excess fuel and the takeoff field length. With respect to the

fan-pressure and bypass ratios, the weight function
reaches the minimum point without any active constraints.

The other three graphs in Fig. 3 depict aircraft behavior

constraints and weight function contours for three sets of

design variables: overall pressure ratio and turbine inlet

temperature; wing-thickness-chord ratio as a function of

wing sweep; and aspect ratio versus wing sweep. At

optimum, the subsonic aircraft has a minimum takeoff
weight of 199 275.6 lb and has four active constraints,

which are takeoff field length, excess fuel, maximum

pressure ratio, and maximum turbine inlet temperature.
The combined COMETBOARDS-FLOPS tool

successfully solved the subsonic-aircraft design

optimization problem.

Design of a Wave-Rotor-Topped Engine

Conceptually, the wave rotor replaces the burner in

conventional air-breathing engines. The wave-rotor topping

can lead to higher specific power in the engine or more
thrust for less fuel consumption. Design optimization was

carried out for a high-bypass-ratio-turbofan wave-rotor-

enhanced subsonic engine with four ports (the burner inlet,

burner exhaust, compressor inlet, and turbine exhaust

ports). The 47 mission points specified by Mach-number,
altitude, and power setting combinations are depicted in

Fig. 4. The engine performance analysis, and constraint

and objective formulations were generated with NEPP,

whereas design optimization was carded out with COMET-
BOARDS. To examine the benefits that accrued from the

wave-rotor enhancement, we designed the engine under

the assumption that most of the baseline variables and

constraints were passive and that the important parameters

directly associated with the wave rotor were active. The
active variables considered were the rotational speed of the

wave rotor and the heat added to the wave rotor. Important

active constraints included the limits on maximum speeds

of the compressors, a 15-percent surge margin for all

compressors, and a maximum wave-rotor exit tempera-

ture. The engine thrust was selected as the merit function.

The wave-rotor-engine design became a sequence
of 47 optimization subproblems (one for each mission

point defined by an altitude, Mach-number, and power

combination). Only by using the cascade strategy could

the problem be solved successfully for the entire flight

envelop. For the mission point defined by Mach num-
ber = 0.1 and altitude = 5000 ft, the convergence of the

two-optimizer cascade strategy is shown in Fig. 5. The

first optimizer produced an infeasible design at
67 060.87 Ib thrust in about five design iterations. The

second optimizer, starting from the first solution with a

small perturbation, produced a feasible optimum design

with an optimum thrust of 66 901.28 lb (see Fig. 5). The

optimum solution--54 743 lb of engine thrust, 6191 rpm
for wave-rotor speed, and 109 312 Btu/sec of added

heat--was verified graphically in Fig. 6. In this figure,
note the differences between the solutions of the indi-

vidual optimizer NEPP and the combined tool. The

COMETBOARDS cascade strategy produced a higher

thrust than did the NEPP optimizer. Furthermore, the
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compressorspeedwasanactiveconstraintinthecascade
technique,butwaspassivefortheNEPPsolution.The
optimumsolutionsforthe47missionpointsobtainedby
usingthecombinedtoolwerenormalizedwithrespectto
theNEPPresultsandareshowninFig.7.Thisfigure
depictsthevalue-addedbenefitof thewaverotorin
designoptimizationbythecombinedCOMETBOARDS-
NEPPdesigntool.Figure7showsthatthecombinedtool
producedahigherthrustthantheNEPP over the entire

47 mission points, with maximum increases around

mission points 12, 26, and 32. Both NEPP and

COMETBOARDS-NEPP produced identical optimum
thrust values for a few mission points. However, the

maximum difference in thrust exceeded 5 percent for

several mission points. These differences could be sig-

nificant if the design points with increased thrust were

used to size the engine. The combined COMETBOARDS-

NEPP tool successfully solved the subsonic wave-

rotor-engine design optimization problem.

Summary_ of Results

The combined COMETBOARDS design tool
(augmented with the analyzer FLOPS for aircraft and with

NEPP for air-breathing propulsion engines) successfully
solved a number of aircraft and engine design problems.

The advanced features and unique strengths of COMET-

BOARDS made subsonic- and supersonic-aircraft design

problems and engine-cycle design problems easier to

solve. The cascade optimization strategy was especially
helpful in generating feasible optimum solutions when an

individual optimizer encountered difficulty. The cascade

strategy converged to the same optimum design even when

it started from different initial design points. The research-
level software COMETBOARDS, with some enhancement

and modification, can be used by the aircraft industry to

design aircraft and their engines.
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Fig. 1 .---COMETBOARDS: General-purpose optimization engine for multidisciplinary

design problems.
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